Job Title: **Biology Lab Assistant**

**DESCRIPTION:**
The Biology Lab Assistant will help the biology instructors with any task related to preparing biology labs for classes, maintaining the biology prep room, as well as taking care of the biology lab animals and plants. Lab Assistants that are interested and have the relevant training may also work as an Instructional Assistant for a biology lab section and may help with grading lab assignments.

**ESSENTIAL DUTIES:**
- Maintaining the prep lab: doing dishes, setting materials out and putting them away, running the autoclave etc.
- Taking care of lab animals and plants

**MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:**
**Basic Knowledge of:**
Biology

**Skills in:**
Microbiology

**DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:**
Reliable, punctual

**PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:**
Ability to stand for a period of time

**WORK SCHEDULE:**
Flexible; Friday afternoon is desirable

**TO APPLY:**
Submit completed Application for Student Employment and Class Schedule to the Advising/ Counseling Center.